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ABSTRACT
This project will present 3 objective in HPS (Hand Phone System) that help user to
search for hand phone detail information by: [1] Brand such as Nokia, Samsung, and
Sony Ericsson. [2] Version of the hand phone (model). [3] Price: User can input the
price range.
Instead of having to surf endlessly through the WWW (World Wide Web) and digesting
huge amounts of possibly untrustworthy information, personalized mobile agents
autonomously gather information about the item user want to see. Once they have found
ihe destination or server (the piece ofsoftware): the agent can send the result back to the
user. This project will be focusing on Information Retrieval and will be using mobile
agent platform which is aglets, Java runtime, Jdkl.0.5_08, and Microsoft VisualJ++ 6.0
to design the GUI that buildusing Applet.
This project will undergo 5stages which are; plan the hardware or software required for
the project, then analyze and get the Product Requirement, next is design the process of
implementing HPS System, implement the project by using mobile agent platform -
aglets that involves programming activity and last is to test the product to ensure the
product successfully completed and testify and fulfill the objectives of this project. The
result and discussion about the system produced will highlights how the system works
generally. Some other interested formula and idea from other project's discussion will
also be used to further doing this project. As a conclusion, is project is aimed to create a
simple HPS system using mobile agent technology and need to be improved in many
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This introduction will explains the fundamental information of the project, which
consists of overview of the project, background of study of Aglet, advantages of
mobile agent, problem statement(s), objective(s) and scope of study.
Overview of the project:
This project will use the Mobile agent technology (aglet) to implement the web based
application which user can search the information about the mobile phone. User will
submit the requested information to an agent, and then the agent will carry the
request to the server (Tahiti) and Ending the result in the database (Mysql) through
the JDBC connection. The result will be sent back to the user after the retrieving is
completed.
1.1 Background of study:
Aglets are Java objects that can move from one host on the network to another. That
is an aglet that executes on one host can suddenly halt execution, dispatch to a
remote host, and start executing again. When the aglet moves, it takes along its
program code as well as the states of all the objects it is carrying. Abuilt-in security
mechanism [5] makes it safe to host untrusted aglets. There some mam advantages of
aglets such as:
e Provide an easy and comprehensive model for programming mobile agents
without requiring modifications to Java VM or native code.
• Support dynamic and powerful communication that enables agents to
communicate with unknown agents as well as well-known agents.
* Design a reusable and extensible architecture.
3 Design a harmonious architecture with existing Web/Java technology.
There are many applications for which mobile agents are claimed to be well-suited.
Most of these applications tend to involve searching for information on behalfof a
user and possibly performing some kind oftransaction when appropriate information
is encountered.
Here is a list of some of the more commonly mentioned applications for mobile
agents:
Data collection from many places
One of the main differences between mobile code, such as applets, and mobile agents
is itinerary. Whereas mobile code usually travels just from point A to point B, mobile
agents have an itinerary and can travel sequentially to many sites. One natural
application of mobile agents, therefore, is collecting information spread across many
computers hooked to a network.
An example of this kind of application is a network backup tool that periodically
must look at every disk attached to every computer hooked to a network. Here, a
mobile agent could roam the network, collecting information about the backup status
of each disk. It could then return to its point of origin and make a report.
Searching and filtering
Given the ever increasing amount of information available on the Internet and other
networks, the activity of collecting information from a network often amounts to
searching through vast amounts of data for a few relevant pieces of information.
Filtering out the irrelevant information can be a very time-consuming and frustrating
process. On behalf of a user, a mobile agent could visit many sites, search through
the information available at each site, and build an index of links to pieces of
information that match a search criterion [5].
Searching and filtering exhibits an attribute common to many potential applications
of mobile agents: knowledge of user preferences. Although mobile agents do not
have to be "representative" or "intelligent," they often are. Here, an agent is given
knowledge of user preferences in terms of a search criterion and an itinerary, and
sent out into the network on the user's behalf. It sifts through huge amounts of data
for those pieces of information of particular interest to the user. At some point, it
returns to the user to report its findings.
Monitoring
Sometimes information is not spread out across space (on the disks of many different
computers hooked to the same network), but across time. New information
constantly is being produced and published onthe network. Agents can be sent out to
wait for certain kinds of information to become available [5].
For example, an agent could go to a stock market host, wait for a certain stock to hit
a certain price, then buy or sell some ofit on behalf of its user. Another example is
personalized news gathering. An agent could monitor various sources of news for
particular kinds of information of interest to its user, and then report back when
relevant information becomes available.
This kind of application highlights the asynchronous nature of mobile agents. If we
send out an agent, we don't need to sit and wait for the results of its information
gathering. We can program an agent to wait as long as it takes for certain information
to become available. Also, we needn't stay connected to the network until an agent
returns. An agent can wait until we reconnect to the network before making its report
to us.
Targeted information dissemination
Another potential use ofmobile agents is to distribute interactive news or advertising
to interested parties (internet push model) [5]. Unfortunately, this means mobile
agents, like e-mail, can be used for spam - indiscriminate distribution of
information, usually advertising. (There will likely be a market for agents that filter
the spamout of incoming mobile agents.)
Besides searching databases and files, agents can gain information by interacting
with other agents. If, for example, we want to schedule a meeting with several other
people, we could send a mobile agent to interact with the representative agents of
each ofthe people we want to invite to our meeting. The agents could negotiate and
establish a meeting time.
In this case, each agent contains information about its user's schedule. To agree upon
a meeting time, the agents exchange information.
Bartering
Electronic commerce is another good fit for mobile agent technology [5]. A mobile
agent could do our shopping for us, including making orders and potentially even
paying. For example, if we wanted to fly from Silicon Valley to an island in the
South Pacific, an agent could visit databases of flight schedules and prices for
various airlines, find the best price and time, make reservations for us, and pay with
our credit card number.
Electronic commerce also can take place between agents. For example, there could
be an agent host dedicated to the buying and selling ofautomobiles. If we wanted to
buy a car, we could give an agent knowledge of our preferences, including a price
range and potentially a negotiation strategy. We would send our agent to the
dedicated host, where it would mingle and haggle with agents seeking to sell a car.
If a potential match were found, our agent could report back to us, and we could
contact each other in person to make the final arrangements. Alternatively, our agent
potentially could consummate the deal on our behalf. If the opportunity is a good
one, our agent may have only a few microseconds to act before someone else's agent
buys the car.
Parallel processing
Given that mobile agents can move from node to node and can spawn subagents, one
potential use of mobile agent technology is as a way to administer a parallel
processing job [5]. If a computation requires so much CPU time as to require
breaking up across multiple processors, an infrastructure ofmobile agent hosts could
be an easy way to get the processes out there.
Entertainment
One last example ofa potential application for mobile agents is entertainment. In this
scenario, agents represent game players. The agents compete with one another on
behalf ofthe players. Each player would program an agent with a strategy, then send
the agent to a game host. If the game host is executing on a computer in Las Vegas,
then perhaps the agents couldplay for real money.
1.2 Problem Statement
Before the users decide tobuy any Hand phone, I believe they want to make sure that
it is what they want in terms ofprice, brand, and the properties ofthe hand phone. So
it is very important that users can get the right hand phone with their own selected
criteria. Mobile agents autonomously gather information about the item userwant to
buy. Once they have found the destination or server, the agents can send the result of
the best requested item on behalf of the user. This project is focus more on how the
agents communicate with the user on the application layer and talk to the server or
other agent to find out the result as response to the user (Data retrieval using agent).
1.2.1 Significant of the project
Reduce communication time and costs - because of the mobile agent
technology it is enable the agent to communicate with other agent even in the
different network [5] so it is save a lot oftime for theuserto wait for the result.
Limited local resources - the processing power and storage on the local
machine maybe very limited, thereby necessitating the use of mobile agents.
Asynchronous computing [5]- after the request is submitted, the mobile
agent can be set off and the result will send to the user automatically once the user
connected,
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
The objectives of the project are:
« User can brows to see the provided version of hand phone
• Help the user to experience the capability of Mobile Agent when the
information being requested
o Help user to get the result faster
® Provide user more option
This Hand Phone System (HPS) will help user to search for hand phone detail





II. Type ofthe handphone (model)
III. Price
a. User can input the price range
1.3.1 The Relevancy of the project
This project is relevant to the organization that handles business information online
and serving their customer visas the technology. This project convinced that the use
of mobile agent technology is very interesting, especially in the- telecommunication
and business domain where this technology can bring solutions that are suitable to
this sector. Intelligent agent can be used to reduce the complexity of the business
process. The works in intelligent networks area allowed separating services from the
network itself, which bring more flexibility and improvement to the network. Here,
the main focused of an agent is mobility. The other ones such as intelligence,
negotiation and communication between agents are also important.
1.3.2 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope
This project is feasible by using mobile agent platform - aglets-2.0.2.jar, Java
runtime (JRE), and Java 2 Software Development Kit - JDKL5.0_08, Visual J+ +
6.0„ BlueJJava editor. There are five (5) stages to complete the project successfully
which are:
• Plan the hardware or software requiredfor the project.
e Analyze and get Product Requirement
e Design the process of implementing the system
> Implement the project by using mobile agent platform - aglets that
involves programming activity




2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY
Aglets is one of the Mobile Agent System and the reason is: Mobile Agents are
intelligent autonomous programs that can travel across the heterogeneous network
[5] in order to perform an assigned task. It is one of the popular and simpler ways of
retrieving information from the Internet.
Aglets are fundamentally lava-based autonomous software mobile agents. An aglet
carries its state and as well as data along with it while traveling across the network.
The basic idea is create once, go anywhere.
There are a lot of significances of MobileAgents such as:
• Reduces Network Traffic [1]
• High Scalability
» Asynchronous processing [1]
® Support for heterogeneous environments [1]
ASDK, developed by IBM, is a Java-based framework for implementing mobile
agents called aglets. Itprovides a network agent class loader that enables mobility of
agent code, data and state information. The freeware open source IBM aglets
package version of 2.0.2 can be downloaded from the Sourceforge.net or the IBM
website.
2.1 Aglet Architecture
Aglets architecture consists of two APIs and two implementation layers [6].
» Java Aglet API
• Aglets Runtime Layer - The implementation of Aglet API
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Internetagent developers can develop platformindependent aglets written
in Java programming language and expect them to run on anyhost that
supports Aglet API [6].
« Aglet: Provides methods that control the mobility and lifecycle of an
aglet.
• Aglet Context: Pprovides the execution environment at the remote site.
• Aglet Proxy: Provides a handle that is usedto access the aglet.
» Message: An object exchanged between aglets.
A gletContext
«
HPS Using Mobile Agents
Figure 2: The Aglet API
2.3 Aglet Life Cycle
Different stages in an aglet execution are as shown in Figure 3.
Aglets can be: created, cloned, dispatched, retracted, deactivated, activated,
disposed[5].
Figure 3: Aglet life cycle
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2.4 Aglets Security and Communication
e
Security in Aglets
Security is a prime concern for mobile agent technology, and aglets
provide an extensible security model in the form of an
AgletSecurityManager, as a subclass of the Java Security Manager.
• Aglets Communication
* Messaging between aglets involves sending, receiving, and handling
messages synchronously as well as asynchronously. Aglets communicate
with each other by exchanging Message objects [5].
2.5 Agent Transport Protocol
The Agent Transfer Protocol (ATP) is an application-level protocol for distributed
agent-based systems. ATP offers a simple and platform independent protocol for
transferring agents betweennetworked computers.
ATP offers the opportunity to handle mobility of agents in a general and uniform
way. ATP/0.1 is implemented in the atp-package as a part of the IBM Aglets
Software Development Kit[6].
2.6 Database management
On each database server, the aglet can be engaged in heavy data retrieval without
suffering from network latency [1], since the database is accessed locally at a very
high bandwidth. The client can be disconnected from the network while the
information gathering takes place,
The database structure and server topology are not revealed to the network. Highly
scalable[6], since providing the database structure of the database residing on a
remote host and including the remote host address in the travel plan list of the aglet,
would suffice the need of addition of new remote hosts to gather more information
for the user.
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2.7 The Advantages and Benefits of Mobile agents
The main advantage of mobile agents is that they can bring a program closer to the
information resources. The mobile agent paradigm stipulates that the server should
provide set of basic services. The client uses the services provided by the server by
dispatching a program that is a mobile agent, to the server. The mobile agent makes
use of the server's basic services, in the way that its owner intends. Besides that,
there are many advantages that have been discovered for mobile agent technology
such as; to overcome network latency, reduce design risks, reduce network load, can
be adapted dynamically as well as can execute asynchronously and autonomously.
Advantages from mobile agentparadigm [1] & [5]:
• Reduce bandwidth consumption and network loads
• Allow dynamic deployment of application components to arbitrary network
sites
• Encapsulate protocols
» Execute asynchronously and autonomously
« Can adapt by moving
• Run on heterogeneous platforms
• Most distributed applications fit naturally into the mobile agent model
« Intuitively suitable for mobile users and disconnected operation
» Mobile agents combine the strengths of techniques such as RPC, Java servlets
etc. into a single, convenient framework.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHOODOLOGY
3. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHOODOLOGY






Figure 4: The selected methodology model
e Plan the hardware or software required for the project.
• Analyze and get Product Requirement
• Design the process of implementing the system
• Implement the project by using mobile agent platform - aglets that
involves programming activity




The planning phase is the initial step in producing this "Hand Phone System (HPS)"
project. First and foremost, it will be comprised a selection of project title and
followed by proposal submission, where in this phase, project scope, objective(s) as
well as problem statement(s) are well defined. Then this project will come out with
preliminary research, progress report and also produce the dissertation draft before
submitting the final dissertation report. At this stage, the main thing to be considered
is the hardware and software requirement needed to undergo this project. The title
has been analyzed and it requires using the mobile agent technology which allowed
the uses of Java Aglet which comprises a Java programming language. Therefore,
here it is important to know better how the Java programming language and its
technology works. In addition, the Aglet is a new technology and to further
understand how its work, the preliminary study should be done as well the guidance
from the expertise should helped more.
3.1.2 Analysis Phase
This second phase will be the analyzing ofliterature reviews related too the proposed
topic, research and study on the software been used, followed by producing a
progress report. The major part for this phase is to analyze and get the product
requirements. Here, this project will continue with development of UML diagram to
further understand the flow of the project and system. The analysis on client, server,
database and user interface should be done in this phase before continuing to the next
phase. During the analysis phase, so many problems occur in running the Aglet
server. Such as the wrong setting path of the Java and Aglet itselfin the PC, as well
as the decompression of the Aglet-2.0.2.jar file cannot be accomplish successfully.
However, the server can be used smoothly after fix it together with the expert,
although the task only successfully managed behind the project schedule.
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•e* C:\WINDOWS\System32kmd.exe - agletsd
Microsoft Windows KP [Version 5.1.2600]








Figure 5: The command prompt window to run the agletsd (Tahiti Server)
Before the Tahiti server can be run successfully by using agletsd command first we
need to create the path inC:\java\aglets then we extract the Aglets-2.0.2.jar inside the
aglets folder, then we run command prompt window by going to C:\java\aglets\bin
and run ant command to install the platform (Figure 6). After it build successfully, it
will create 6 more files in bin folder which are java.polocy, agletsd, .keystore,
.agletd.bat, daemoncontrol, daemoncontrol.bat. Then we need to copy java.polocy,
agletsd, .keystore and put into C:\document and setting\(your window profilefolder)
EC C:\WlNDOWS\System32lcmd.exe
Microsoft wTndows XP [Version 5,1.2600]







Figure 6: Installing the platform
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After the Tahiti server in running successfully, we can use default user id and





J. JL J. JL A J.
Login Cance
Figure 7: Login to the Tahiti server
We can create new account by using keytool command but before that we need to
copy keytool.exe from C:\j2sdkL4.2J)7\bin and past into C:\java\aglets\bin first.
C: \WINDOWS\System32\cmd .exe






c:\Java\ag1ets\bin>keytool -genkey -alias chheat.
Figure 8: creatine new account
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- nix
After we run the above command, we need answer some question and enter the
password for user cheat.
I; Tahiti: The Aglet Viewer [atp://fighting-towin:4434 (chheat) ]















ex amp les.mdispatch.er. HelloAglet
ex amp1 e s. http. TJebServe r Agl e t
examples, talk.TalkMaster:
Create Cancel Reload Class and Create
Figure 10: Interface to create an agent
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,n i Jit-
Aglet Mobility View Options Tools Help
>< Create ' - Retract
examples.hello.HelloAglet : Thu Aug 24 03:15:03 3GT 2006
AddressBookl Address;
IHello World!
GO! Send CLONE! CLOSE
Create' examples hsllo HeltaAgletfrem atp'tffighting-towm 4434/ r -b s
Figure 11: Result of creating agent
Aglet Mobility View Options Tools Help
s< I Create 1 Dialog j Agletlnfo | Dispose Clone I Dispatch Retract





Create, examples hello.HeiloAgletftom atp:tfflghting-towih;44|4r «*•'-.-'<.
~r^-*.-r....T-";. .r»~i
Figure 12: Dispose an agent
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3.1.2,1 Tahiti Server Functionality
First of all, as shown in figure 4, the aglets server should be run by executed the
command of agletsd. Then, it will appear a Tahiti login window (figure 6) and will
ask the user the authenticate itself. If we use the default value, the username will be
anonymous and the password will be aglets. In figure 8,1 used anew account which
is chheat with the new password as well. Figure 8, which is the Tahiti main window
will be appear after the user click OK button for login session. In the Tahiti main
window, there are 6 buttons operation for an aglet. To create an aglet, user need to
"create", choose the aglet in the list or type the name of the selected program if it is
not in the list and "Reload Class and Create". Every time user modifies and complies
the program user need to "Reload Class and Create". Refer to figure 9 for detail. The
figure 10 show the result of creating an agent and it also display one dialog box
together with the program. Now, users have created their own agent. The agent can
be clone and migrate to another place or server by clicking the clone and dispatch
operation button in the Tahiti main window. However, figure 11 shows that the agent
has been dispose and if the user clicks the "Dispose" button at the display box, the




















Based on figure 2, the first layer is user interact with the interface of the
system. User doesn't know how the agent woks after they submit the request. The
second layer is the agent which needs to communicate with its own server or the
other agent so that it can fulfill the user request and send the result back. For this
architecture we can see that there are two agents and it has different server and
database but these two agents can communicate with each other. We can run these
two server on the same machine by specifying different port number used. The
database class is reside in the agent and it will be used whenever is needed.
3.1.2.3 ATP (agent transfer protocol):
ATP (agent transfer protocol) is a simple application-level protocol designed to
transmit an agent in an agent-system-independent manner. Its request consists of a
request line, header fields, and content. The request line specifies the method of the
request, while the header fields contain the parameters of the request. ATP defines
the following four standard request methods:
Dispatch [5]
The dispatch method requests a destination agent system to reconstruct an
agent from the content of a request and start executing the agent. If the
request is successful, the sender must terminate the agent and release any
resources consumed by it.
Retract [5]
The retract method requests a destination agent system to send the specified
agent back to the sender. The receiver is responsible for reconstructing and
resuming the agent. If the agent is successfully transferred, the receiver must
terminate the agent and release any resources consumed by it.
Fetch [5]
The fetch method is similar to the GET method in HTTP; it requests a




The message method is used to pass a message to agent identified by agent-id
and return a reply value in the response. Although the protocol adopts a











Figure 14: Agent Transfer Protocol
3.1.3 Design Phase
The third phase is design phase, which is design the process of implementing
HPS (Hand Phone System). At the previous stage, this project has done the analysis
on the idea behind HPS. Therefore, at this stage the design for those output from the
analysis are to be drawn in an appropriate diagram or graphical representation. To be
reminding, there is no complete design for implementation of the mobile agent
technology yet at this stage. However, this design phase only produced the
implementation of HPS.
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3.1.3.1 Use Case diagram
Figure 15: Use Case diagram
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3.1.3,2 Sequence diagram






























The implementation phase is the next phase after design. This phase will come out
with the well structure client, server, and user interface design. After that, finalizing
all requirements will be done. At this stage, the thorough understanding of Java
programming language should be adapted tremendously. This is the hardest part in
completing the final year project, and need more time to finish it. However, due to
the time constraints, the product of the system has been built as simplest as it can
long as it meets the objectives ofthe project. The result of the implementation will be
discussed later in the results and discussion session in chapter4.
3.1.5 Testing Phase
For the last phase in this project, all the programming and system testing must be
conducted in order to make sure that this project will meet all the objectives and
requirements as stated in the report as well as can settle the problem statement that




« mobile agent platform - aglets-2.0.2.jar,
» Java runtime (JRE), and
a Java 2 Software Development Kit - JDK1.0.5_08,
• Visual J-K- 6.0
3.2.2 Hardware
a IntelPentium II processor (or equivalent 300 + MHzprocessor)





4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter will present the outcome of the project work. According to the
methodology in Chapter 3, we will see the whole process of the system starting from
the user issue the request until it can get the result.
4.1 Finding
The implementation of the HPS (Hand Phone System) using mobile technology
really was a challenging for me, but it is quite a time-consuming task. Most of the
time I am really stuck with the programming part and I need to refer so many book.
Each Problem I need to find one book to look for the answer. So I spend a lot of time
to do reading.
4.2 How the HPS Work Generally
First of all the user needs to provide the input in the search engine by giving the
mobile version or the Brand of the Hand Phone. Please notice that in this project
there are only three brands provided which are Nokia, Samsung, and Sony Ericsson.
Once the request is issued, the Agent will accept the request and travel to the
destination Tahiti Server to access the Database. DBMS aglet will use JDBC -ODBC
to access the DB server. After the data retrieval is completed, the result will send to
the user.
Once users key in the version of the Hand Phone, they will get the image and the full
specification of the hand such as General, Size, Display, Memory, Feature, and
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Battery. Another way is, user can just select the brand of the phone example Nokia
then they will get the entire information Nokia version from DB server. The user still
can get the result even they are disconnected from the network because the agent still
send back the requested information to the user.





















Figure 18: Agent Life Cycle
Creation of a new agent is initiated by the user. Agent's life cycle begins
The agent is prepared for action __^
The agent is invoked by the management service. It is fully operational and
can make its own decisions. _^_
Agent execution is halted temporarily by either the management service or
the agent itself
The agent is resumed from the suspended state
The agent puts itself into the waiting state
Wake up The agent is woken up by the management service
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The agent is serialized and put into migrating state. The decision to migrate
can be made by the agent itself.ligrate
Recreate i The agent is desterilized and recreated after migration
Quit The agent itself chooses to ends its life cycle
Terminate i The management services forces the agent to terminate.
Table1: Agent Life Cycle Description
4.4 Discussion
In this HPS application is develop by using mobile agents to achieve Web database
connectivity, and specifically, the best ofthe three variants proposed. Mobile agents
are processes capable of pausing their execution on one machine, dispatching
themselves on another machine and resuming their execution on the new machine.
The idea in the JMA approach is to use one or more mobile agents to implement the
middleware and carry out the requests of the client.
So we used Aglets, for two reasons: (a) availability of code, and (b) support for
hosting mobile agents within applets without significant overhead based on the prior
experience with their use. Aglets can be fired from within a special applet that
provides an aglet execution environment similar to the general stand-alone aglet









Figure 19: Mobile agents approach configuration (message variation)
In the JMA approach, the middleware consists of three components: The DBMS-
aglet, the (Stationary) Assistant-aglet and the Aglet Router. The DBMS-aglet can
connect to a database and submit queries. Each database server is associated with an
Assistant-aglet identified by a unique aglet ID and a URL. An Assistant-aglet
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provides the information necessary for a DBMS-aglet to load the appropriate JDBC
driver and connect to the database server. An Aglet Router is required to route aglets
and messages, dispatched from a Applet to any destination, and vice versa, because
of the Java security restrictions.
When the user enters the first query (Figure 3), the client applet (an extension of the
Applet Class) creates a DBMS-aglet with a specific URL-based itinerary (travel
plan) and the specified query. TheDBMS-aglet travels through the agletrouter to the
database server. Upon its arrival, the DBMS-aglet communicates with the Assistant-
aglet to retrieve information on the database and drivers, loads the JDBC-ODBC
driver, connects to the database server and executes the client's request. After
returning the query result in a message to the client, the DBMS-aglet remains
connected to the database server, waiting for a message with new requests from the
client. This message passing is implemented implicitly as an RPC invocation from
the client applet on the dispatched mobile agent. The cost of the initial query is
1. Initialization phase:
A. The time for the client to create the DBMS-aglet
B. The time for the client to initialize the DBMS-aglet (SQL statement,
itinerary, etc.)
C. The time for the DBMS-aglet to travel to the remote database server
D. The time for the DBMS-aglet to negotiate with the assistant aglet
E. The time for the DBMS-aglet to establish connection with the database
2. Execution phase:
A, The time for the DBMS-aglet to query the database and send the results to
the client using a message.
All subsequent requests require only one message from the client to DBMS-aglet,





An Agent characteristic of Java helps to achieve the objective of this project where
by the user can get the searching result faster compare to other non-mobile
technology. Once the user enter the mobile version or hand phone brand, agent will
follow the procedure in the design phase to retrieve the information and send the
result back to the usereven thought they disconnect from the network.
5.2 RECOMMENDATION
This HPS (Hand Phone System) using mobile agent technology is really new for me
and may be to other student as well. Today, the technology grows very fast and it
provides the easier way to analyze and design the system plus a lot of benefit
especially save time and cost. There are a lot ofthing can be enhanced in the system
as well as more detail research on the mobile agent technology together with its
application. Below here are some of the future work expansion and continuation:
> Develop the same application by using different mobile agent toolkits.
> Research on Distributed Database using Mobile agent
> Develop the same system and host it onthe web
> Provide the Download Function for the user to download the ring tone,
mobile phone application, multimedia image etc
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Product Type iNokia fc50
i Handphone Information Detail
Requested Result
Handphone type: Nokia E50
Handphone price RMJ040
Handphone general: gsm850/gsm900/gsm1800/gsmi900
Dimensions:113 x 43.5 x 15.5 mm, 70 cc
Handphone display: Color Display:TFT, 256K colors;ScreenSize:240 x 3
Handphone memory: microSD (TransFlash), hotswap, 70 MB shared memory
Handphone feature: Camera:l.3 MP, 1280x 960 pixels,video^QClF), als
Handphone battery: Standard battery,Li-lon 970 mAh (BL-5C)
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Outline (1/2)
Objectives & Scope of Study
Methodology & Tools
Aglet Life Cycle
Agent Transfer Protocol (ATP)
System Architecture








User wants to have the detail i
about the type of the Handph
will create an agent to look for
information of the Handphone
Selected from user interface.
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Objectives & Scope of Study
User can brows to see the provided
hand phone
Help the user to experience the capab
Mobile Agent when the information
requested
Help user to get the result faster
Provide user more option: help user
for hand phone detail information by





♦ Type of the hand phone
mg
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Methodology & Tools (2/3)
Software process model detai
♦ Plan the hardware or software required for
project.
♦ Analyze and get Product Requirement
♦ Design the process of implementing the sy
♦ Implement the project by using mobile age
platform - aglets that involves programming
activity
♦ Test the product to ensure the product
successfully completed and fulfill the objectiv
mmmmms^m-n^mwzmm
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.Microsoft Visual J++ 6.0 (Java
editor)
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Use case Diagram
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Sequence Diagram
















Handphone Type: Nokia ESO
Handphone Price: 1040
Handphone General: GSM 850 / GSM 900 / GSM 1300 / GSM 1900
Handphone Size: Dimensions:113 x 43,5 x 15.5 mm, 70 cc
Handphone Display: Color Display:TFT, 256K colors;Screen Size:240 x 3
Handphone Memory: microSD (TransFlash), hotsuap, 70 MB shared memory
Handphone Feartures: Camera:1.3 MP, 1280 x 960 pixels, video(QCIFJ, als
Handphone Battery: Standard battery, Li-Ion 970 mAh (BL-5C)
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Result (2/2)
Handphone Information Detail \3rnm
Requested Result
Handphone type: Nokia eso
Handphone price RM1040
Handphone general: GSM 850 / GSM son / gsm iaoo/GSM 1900
Dimensions:113 x 43.5 x 15.5 mm, 70 cc
Handphone display: Color DispiayiTFT, 256K coiors;Screen Size:240 x 3
Handphone memory: microSD (TransFlash), hotswap, 70 mb shared memory
Handphone feature: Camera:1.3 MP, 1280 x 960 pixels, video(QCIF), als
Handphone battery: standard battery, Li-ion 970 mAh (BL-5C)
•Go Back to User Request]
SKiSrraaiS5^3)&K,E";
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Conclusion
Aglet has been serve as the useful
agent to retrieve the information
needed by the user. Up on the arrival at
the other server, user can request the
information and the agent will go back
home after the retract method is
performed.
WSBSgHHS?.
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Future Enhancement
>Develop the same application
different mobile agent toolkits.
>Research on Distributed Database
Mobile agent
>Develop the same system and host
web
>Provide the Download Function for
to download the ring tone, mobile
application, multimedia image etc
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